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Standard Typewriter Keyboard (Left) £K the Santo
Now m Wl*en Christopher
Sftoies Invented tha Firs*
Typewriter (Center) to 1873,
But It May Give Way to
the New Dvorak Keyboard
(Right). Figures Indicate
Comparative Loads for Each
Bow. Hantf m& Finger.

A

DD to the schedule for streamlining in the brave new postwar world: the typewriter keyboard which at present is as
anachronistic as a bicycle built for two. A brand-new keyboard, inspired, like a lot of other things, by the exigencies of war,
Is already in partial use in the Navy Department, and tests show
that it increases production as much as 74 per cent.
The Quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog in just about
half tiie time and all good men can come to the aid of their party
with a minimum of. effort.
When Christopher Latham Sholes built the first typewriter
in 1873, he had mechanical troubles. The typebars depended on
gravity to fell back into nlace, and to keep them fro® colliding- he
had TO put the most fr*3U;ntty used tetter combinations as far
apart as possible.
Then Ottmar Mergenthaler invented the linotype in 1886 and
started out with a typewriter keyboard. It soon became obvious
that the left hand was doing more than its share, so the keyboard
was changed to give the left hand fewer letters, but the ones most
active In the alphabet, while the right hand was assigned to ail the
rest. That's why "etaoin shrdlu" frequently gets into a printed
page by mistake when the compositor runs his finger down the
two left-band rows of keys to fill a pied line.
The linotype keyboard has been very satisfactory, but the arrangements of letters on a typewriter conformed with Mark
Twain's comment on the weather
—everybody griped about it but
nobody did anything about it until Commander August Dvorak
tackled the job. Examining the keyboard in an attempt to step up production in the Navy Department
at Washington, he found that 57
per cent of the load was placed on
the left, or weaker, hand; that the
fingers must do an excessive
amount of jumping from row t£
row, and that a few fingers are overworked while
others loaf.
Commander D v o r a k ,
former d i r e c t o r of research of the University
of Washington and now a
naval efficiency expert,
worked, out an entirely
d i f f e r ent arrangement
lacing the i m p o r t a n t
ey* on the "home" row, On the Dvorak Keyboard,
the one on which the fin- Which She Is Demonstrating, Lenore Fenton
MacLain, "the Fastest Secretary in the World,"
gers r e s t
"The difference was obvious right away," he says. "The vesting 852,52 to retrain each worker,
average typist's fingertips travel the Navy has saved $133 a month
from 12 to 20 miles a day but only through increased output.
Students
at
Taeoma,
Wash.,
one mile a day on the new keyboard.
On the standard keyboard, only 59 trained from, the beginning on the
wards can be typed without lifting simplified keyboard, were averaging
the fingers from the home row, but 37 words a minute after six months,
with this arrangement there are and 48 words after a year, which is
more than the ordinary student
3,000."
Until
On- the Dvorak keyboard, the right achieves after three years.
hand does 56 per cent of the work, Dvorak got busy, the speed record for
and individual fingers are assigned a typing was 149 words a minute—by
load proportionate to their skiU and Margaret Hamms—but Lenore Fenton
MacLain, "the fastest secretary in the
strength'
Fourteen Jfavy Department typists world," is able to type 182 words a
were retrained on Dvorak's simplified minute or, the new keyboard.
Typists using the Dvorak method
machines and their production went
up almost three-quarters. After in- also discovered that they made tai-
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t y p e w r i t e r slaves,
Commander Dvorak
turned his attention
to those who lost
an arm during the
war.
Working
closely with Colonel
Robert S, Allen, a
noted newspaperman who lost his
right arm as a result of a wound, at
Onrdruf, Germany,
the commander developed a one-hand
typewriter. In fact,
he invented two of
them, j n e for the
left hand and one
for the right
"There is no reason why an arm
ajnputee can't type
as fast a;s the average person," he explained. "On these
machines the keys
which make up 97.6
per cent of ail typing—SX letters and
t h e p e r i o d ar.d
comma—are within.
easy reach of the
single hand.
The
other five letters
making up 1.2 per
cent of typing are
reached with some
difficulty, but with
Mm*'-JL
the hand still at
'home' position."
By using the special keyboard, he
estimates that 50
and 60 words a
minute will not be
unusual for onehand typists.
"Knowing that
l s Aoie to Type m Net Words a Minute
veterans who gave
up an arm for their
fewer mistakes, and that they were country will he able to get along as
much fresher at the end of the day. well as the next fellow is ail the
One gratified retrained t y p i s t reward I w a n t " he said.
It probably won't be easy to con*
wrote Commander Dvorak: "It certainly, is a pleasure to sit down and vince typewriter companies and big
know that at the enA of a. day you business offices io change their
will be ready for an evening of pleas- equipment, but Commander Dvorak is
ure. I can't tell you the difference sure that they can be persuaded after
between working on this keyboard they see the difference.
"Do you know why the streets of
and the standard one,"
Another said: "ft doesn't seem Providence, R. I., are so crooked?"
possible that after six weeks training the commander demanded, 'Til tell
I would be typing 57 to 62 words a you. Roger Williams' cow zigzagged
minute in comparison with 45 to 50 Us way home every night through
words on the standard keyboard mud and thorns until it had worn a
crooked path.. Well, the automobiles
alter a four-year typing course."
Not satisfied with this contribu- are stftl following that cow path—and
tion to the prospective happiness of typists are following a cow path, too."
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